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w. 

The techniques of yarn production depend on the properties of the fibres from 
which they aw spun. Among these. Irafth, faénete, crimp, adhesivenesv freedom 
*8" irnputities and hygroaeopicity are geneuly considered n of bask importance. 
since they directly affect the layout of machines, the number of technkai operations 
and the design of the working elements 

Thfte basse kinds of textile fibres were m nie when mechanized spinning 
prouesses began to be developed during the nineteenth century and at the beginning 
of the twentieth century, namely. wool, cotton and boat fibre». Consequents/, three 

system were created and developed in the cour» of a steady progrese 
lion of yam production. There were thus woolen, cotton, and bast 

frbfe-spnwwrtf techniques, the first becoming divided into the worsted and woollen 

Quite a different situation »rote when man made fibres appeared. At first they 
were processed on trie then-existing equipment, according to techniques applied at 
that time for natura frbrea. Maw ma as fibres were SMtiafty produced m wool- or 
cotton!*» varvtiat and spun with a correipoiidsng system, «rthtr atone or in blends, 
the notching of the properties of the enflèrent fibres being «rietry observed. 

The steady and rapid growth of suppiet of man watet fibres broufht about the 
of new spinning techniques dessgned e»*n»swery for the processing of 

frbees inte yarns 1er specific end uses. 
Al Urhwques for the production of yam may be divided into the four folowmg 

. w the raw maten** mtd: le) natural fhVea, (b) blends of 
rat and mea ma at fibre», <c) Mends of two or mote man made flbevs and I J) a 

bmd of min mail fibre 
Al of these group« may bs »héwided according to the pifarían of the fibres 

of the yema. Tabee I hâta various techniques for 
frhaua, with indication of the step* length of the 
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LÓDÍ TEXTILE SEMINARS: SPINNING 

rABLI  1       METHODS Ol YARN PRODUCTION 

Method Material and length of staple 

1 Conventional worsted 
system 

-> Worsted system, with use 
converters 

3 Abbreviated converter 
system 

4 Woollen system 

5 Medium-count cotton 
system 

6 Fine-count cotton 
system 

7 Waste cotton system 

8 Modified cotton 
system 

9 Non-combing system 

10 Hackled flax system 

11 Flax tow system 

12 Jute system 
13 Carpetings 
14 Hard fibres 

15 Fine tow conversion 

16 False-twist texturing 
17 Stuffer-box texturing 
18 Air-blown texturing 
19 Undulation 

20 Bi-stabilization 
texturing 

21 Core-spinning 

22     Orientation and cutting 
of foils 

Long and medium-length wool, man-made 
staple fibres (70   140 mm) 
Man-made tow 3,300-5,600 tex 

Man-made tow 4,500 5,600 tex 

Short wool and reclaimed fibres, man-made 
fibres (50-80 mm), wastes 

Cotton and cotton-like man-made fibres 
(28-40 mm) 

Long-staple cotton, cotton-like man-made 
fibres (36-40 mm) 

Cotton waste, man-made fibres up to 40 mm 
length, spinning waste 
Man-made fibres (50-75 mm) 

Man-made fibres (80-120 mm) 

Hackled flax and man-made fibres (90-120 mm) 

Flax tow and hacklings, man-made fibres 
(90-100 mm) 
Jute, man-made fibres J40-200 mm) 
Man-made fibres (100-200 mm) 
Sisal, hemp, man-made fibres (about 100 mm) 

Continuous filament tow of 110-670 tex 
total fineness 
Continuous filament yam, 2.2-17.0 tex 
Continuous filament yam, 11 -330 tex 
Continuous filament yam, 5.5-22 tex 
Continuous filament yam, 2.2-11 tex 

Continuous filament yam, 8.5-17 tex 

Continuous filament for core and any staple 
fibres for sheath 
Granulated polyolefin materials 
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The good results achieved with dyed fibres in woollen-type spinning led the 
producers of man-made fibres to begin the production of spun-dyed fibres. However, 
this did not occur in cotton-type spinning, in which dyed fibres are seldom used. 

In the cotton-spinning system, man-made fibres are processed alone as well as in 
blends with cotton, the spinning techniques being only slightly modified. 

Blends of man-made fibres with flax have been used only on a limited scale. 
Recently, however, prospects for an increased use of such blends can be noted! 
because certain chemical processes have been developed that can aller the structure 
of flax in such a way that its fibres will more readily blend and be spinnable with 
man-made fibres. Yarns produced in this way will have the characteristics of flax 
textiles. Also, these blends may be spun with both the dry and wet methods. 

In the jute system of spinning, man-made fibres are spun alone for the 
production of carpets or blended with jute to produce sacking and the like. 

Special techniques for man-made fibres 

Since man-made textile fibres differ from their natural counterparts as regards 
such characteristics as cleanness, dimensions formed at the will of the producer, and 
in many physical and chemical properties, special processing techniques have been 
developed all over the world to convert them into yarns. These techniques vary 
widely because they must be adapted to the form of the initial raw material (staple 
fibres, tow, fine tow, continuous filament or granulates for foil production). 

Converter spinning 

Tow-to-top converters permit shortening of the spinning process, making it less 
costly. Compared to the conventional combing technique, which comprises seven 
different operations, the converter technique requires only three, namely, converting 
and two gillinp. The resulting top can be processed further, depending on the 
end-use of the yam, in the following ways: (a) dyed, blended with wool tops and 
combed as a blend;(b) spun raw (undyed) to counts up to 40 tex; or (c) combed and 
spun raw (undyed) to finer counts. 

Converters are of three different kinds, depending on the principle on which 
they operate, namely, fa) fibre-cutting, (b) plain rupturing and (c) controlled 
breaking. 

The selection of the type of converter depends on the character of the yarns that 
can be spun from some varieties of fibres, for example, high-bulk or standard yams 
from acrylic fibres. 

A combing plant equipped with converters requires 55 per cent less floor space 
and requires 60 per cent less power and 50 per cent leu labour than one that lacks 
them. 

The modified cotton-spinning system 

As applied to man-made fibres, the conventional cotton-spinning system uses 
fibres no longer than 40 mm and of a fineness no greater than 3 den; thicker fibres 
would spin only to coarse counts, for example, not below 33 tex. For finer spinning, 
the length of fibres is increased to 50,60 or even 75 mm, and the fibres are made 
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coarser than cotton (2.75 to 3 den), since finer fibres at these lengths tend strongly 
to form neps in the yarn. In consequence, fabrics woven or knitted from these yarns 
have more of a wool-like character, which is manifested by their handle, draping and 
appearance. The cost of production of yarn of this kind is about one-half as great as 
it would be with the worsted system. The usual layout of the machines is as follows. 

(al One single scutcher to form laps for feeding cards; 
(b) One flat card with wire clothing on the cylinder and doffer; 
(cl  Roller draw-frames with drawing devices that arc adjustable to actual fibre 

length; 
(d) One roving frame with a drawing device that is adjustable to the fibre 

length; 
(e) One ring spinning frame that differs from conventional frames in having a 

suitably adapted two-zone drawing device. 

Yarns as fine as 19 tex can be produced with tliis equipment. If still finer counts 
are desired or a better yarn regularity must be secured, this layout must be 
supplemented with a cotton-type combing operation. The card would then be 
followed by three additional machines, namely, an initial draw-box, a draw-frame 
with lap delivery and a combing machine. 

The other machines would remain the same. Obviously, the production cost is 
increased, but it does not reach the cost level of the worsted process. 

The non-combing or semi-combing system 

This system is intended only for man-made fibres spun into yarns for 
hand-knitting or industrial use, with counts between 50 and 125 tex. Typical 
equipment for this system is supplied by such manufacturers as J. Mackie (Northern 
Ireland) and Camiti (Italy). A typical layout comprises the following machines: 

(a) One mixing and opening picker, 
(b) One high-production card with an output of about 100 kg/hour; 
fc) Three intersecting gill boxes, the second of which has an autoleveller; and 
(d) One ring frame adjusted to sliver feeding, spinning onto packages weighing 

1.6 kg each. Frames of this kind usually deliver at one side and are fed from 
cans at the other side. 

Carpet system 

This system is rather similar to the non-combing system and produces yams of 
2,000 to 3,000 tex for carpet manufacture. The layout of the machines is as follows: 

(a) Mixing pickers; 
(b) One single swift card; 
(c) Two intersecting gill boxes, and 
(d) Single-side can-feeding ring frames, as above. 

The specific weight of the sliver fed into the spinning frame it approximately 
7g/m. 
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Careful blending of the fibres is of great importance, particularly because 
several colour components are commonly used in these blends, and also because of 
the wide variation in fibre fineness, which can range between 20 and 100 tex. 

Fine tow-to-yarn conversion 

As far as spinning of staple fibres is concerned, this is the shortest process of 
yarn production. The fibres are obtained by rupturing continuous filaments to form 
a fine tow, which is fed into the spinning machines, breaking the filament into fibres 
of a specified staple length and then spinning them with use of the ring frame 
arrangement. 

These techniques have not yet found wide use because of the high cost of 
producing fine tow. Also, yarns made from fine tow have properties different from 
those of conventional yarns; for example, they have higher tensile strength and lower 
elongation at the breaking point. Consequently, their final destination is for 
industrial uses, such as for conveyor belts, nets and sacking. 

The most suitable materials for this purpose are polyvinyl alcohol fibres, the 
conventional spinning of which is very much hampered by the accumulation of static 
electricity charges on the fibres. 

Although none of these techniques is yet in widespread use, several prominent 
machine builders have designed devices for this conversion system. At least nine such 
designs are known to exist. They may be divided into two groups: those that operate 
on the principle of a plain rupturing and those in which rupturing is controlled. 

Texturing 

The thermoplasticity and great strength of synthetic fibres permits the use of 
new methods of processing continuous filaments into high-bulk yarns. Developments 
in this area have proceeded rapidly everywhere. In 1966 the production of such yarns 
amounted to 250,000 tons, and it has probably doubled by this time. 

There are several methods of texturing, and the resulting yams are classed 
accordingly as follows: 

(a) Textured by true or false twist (Helanca, Elastil, Fluflon, Superloft, Elastic 
are just a few of about 25 trade marks now in use); 

(b) Crimped by the stuffer-box method (Anilon, Ban-Lon, Newlon, Spunized, 
Gofron); 

(c) Undulated by being drawn over a blade-edge (Agilon, Evalon); 
(dj Bi-stabilized by re-aetting(Astralon, Crimplene, Saaba, Melan, M e ron), 
(e) Bulked by air-blowing (Tallan, Sky loft. Mirlan, Suflete). 

Core-spun yarns 

The widely differing properties and specific merits of particular types of 
man-made fibres create various opportunities to produce yams of various 
compositions. For example, continuous-filament and staple fibres may be combined. 
Thus, yams for specific end-uses can be produced. Some examples are a yarn that is 
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very strong because of its synthetic filament core but that feels soft because cotton 
fibres form its sheath, non-flammable yarn with a glass filament core and synthetic 
fibres for the sheath, combination yarns and super-elastic yarns with cores of 
Polyurethane filaments. 

Oriented foil yarns 

The thermoplastic properties of synthetic materials permit their use for the 
production of yarns directly from synthetic foils. In this system a polyolefin material 
is first made into a continuous foil, which is then cut lengthwise into narrow strips, 
later being drawn across a heating zone. The resulting tapes can successfully replace, 
for example, jute yarns in the production of sacking or sisal in the manufacture of 
cordage. Although sacks made from such yams weigh only about one third as much 
as the usual jute sacks, they are equally strong and more durable. 

Techniques such as these decrease the usefulness of jute and sisal and permit the 
production of yarns from other fibres in a single operation. 



INTENSIFICATION OF TECHNICAL PROCESSES 
IN COTTON-SPINNING 

by 

W. KJbpotowski 

All elements of contemporary development of spinning technique« are included 
within the concept of intensification of spinning processes, appearing in the form of 
constructional solutions and the building of new types of machines that permit 
shortening of technological processes and increasing machine operating speeds. 

This is important for industrial practice, since the complex development of 
spinning techniques has evolved only in the 1960s. It was not until quite recently 
that radical changes in the systems of mechanical treatment of fibre occurred. 
Scientific research and construction works were concentrated in three main 
directions of development: (a) in the automated system of raw material treatment, 
(b) in considerable increase of operative machine speed and (c) in the automation of 
certain sections of processing. An eloquent example is a comparison between the 
operating speeds of machines built around 1950 and those offered for sale in 1966 
(table 1). 

The introduction of new technical equipment into spinning mills does not 
change the essence of the technical processes, but it does revolutionize the ways of 
conversion of fibres into yarn and simplify production processes. 

TABLE 1.     OPERATING SPEEDS OF SPINNING MACHINES 

Technical operations 1950 1966 

Lap forming* (kg/hour) 130—180 180—220 

Cardinj (kg/how) 4—6 15—32 

Drawing (m/min) 28—36 250—450 

Combing (kg/hour) 6—8 25—55» 

Roving (rev/nün) 500—850 1,200—1,800 

Spinning (rev/min) 8,000—12,000 12,000-18,000 

•DaaaMtfteihMtatoM» 
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Modernized or newly built mills equipped with new machines and auxiliary 
devices may, in every respect, be superior to mills built three to five years earlier; for 
example, in respect to production per machine unit, in precision of the performed 
operations and in automatic process control, as well as in economic respects such as a 
lower index of expenditures on buildings, higher efficiency of human labour and 
lower production costs. The effects of machine processes are, of course, conditioned 
upon higher costs of machines and technical devices, as well as upon proper selection 
of machines for particular raw materials and the produced yarn. 

Automated spinning systems 

Today, the worldwide tendencies in the development of spinning techniques are 
the combination of a considerable number of technical operations with the 
automated system and automation of the combined lines of production. 

It has been possible to realize this in the cotton-type spinning system in a 
relatively short period and to combine into a single line of production the following 
technological and mechanical operations: feeding the material from the bales, 
opening, blending, cleaning of materials, conveying opened and cleaned material to 
the carding machines, feeding as many as a dozen or so carding machines with regular 
layers of material, formation of card slivers and doubling and conveying the card 
slivers to the first drawing frame. 

As built by different firms in many countries, two types of production lines 
appear most frequently: from bale to card sliver or from bale to the first 
drawing-frame sliver. Either system may be economically justified under appropriate 
conditions. 

TABLE 2.     SOME AUTOMATED FIBRE-PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

Producer 
and country 

Order of 
operations Technical characteristic! 

Piatt Bros.      From bale to Consists of four parts connected with the 
United sliver after the pneumatic feed conveyor: (1) a group of 
Kingdom        first drawing- openers, a group of connected opening 

frame and cleaning machines, and a two-way 
separator; (2) a group of vacuum clean- 
ers and 2 two-way separators; (3) an 
automatic feeding system and 16 cards; 
(4) conveyors for 4 slivers and a drawing- 
frame with levelling devices. Maximum 
production is about 320 kg/hour. 

Piatt Bros.      From bale to Consisto of three parts connected with 
United card sliver the pneumatic feed conveyor: parts (1) 
Kingdom and (2) are as above, and part (3) has 24 

cards that deliver coiled sliver into cans. 
Maximum production is 480 kg/hour. 
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TABLE 2    (continued) 

Producer Order of 
and country operations 

Rieter From bale to 
("Aero- sliver after the 
feed" type) first drawing- 
Switzer- frame 
land 

Technical characteristics 

SACM From bale to 
("Floco- sliver 
mat" type) 
France 

NASS From bale to 
("Auto- sliver of the 
mated second drawing- 
Spinning frame 
System" 
type) 
Japan 

Whitin 
(Syttcmated 
•liver 
spinning) 
United 
States 

From bale to 
card sliver 

Consists of four parts connected with the 
pneumatic feed conveyor: (1) a group of 
pluckers with an electronic feed-control 
system and feeders; (2) a group of open- 
ing, cleaning and blending machines; (3) 
a group of feeders each feeding ten cards 
pneumatically; (4) a conveyor and a 
drawing-frame equipped with electronic 
auto-levelling and automatic can-chang- 
ing devices. Maximum production is 
from 600 to 800 kg/hour. 

Consists of two parts: (1) a cyclical 
plucker with 8 to 10 cleaning points; 
(2) 8 to 10 hopper feeders and 8 to 10 
cards. (The hopper feeders ensure regu- 
larity of the layer.) Production is about 
200 kg/hour. 

Consists of four parts: (1) a cyclical 
plucker with 8 to 10 cleaning points, 
(2) 8 to 10 weighing feeders and 8 to 10 
cards; (3) a conveyor of card slivers, and 
breakers equipped with automatic level- 
lers; (4) a wheel transfer system to move 
cans from the breakers to the second 
drawing-frame, with automatic sliver- 
doubling devices. Later stages, as far as 
winding and transfer of the yam, are 
connected with special elevators and 
automated devices for conveying the 
intermediate products to further proces- 
sing stages. 

Consists of three parts: (1) a group of 
openers of the Trtttzschler type; (2) a 
group of opening, cleaning and blending 
machines with pneumatic card-feeding 
systems; (3) 16 high-production cards of 
the Maxi-Cken type. Production is about 
400 kg/hour. 
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It should, however, be taken into consideration that there appear to be wide 
differences between the automated systems built by different firms; for example, in 
the arrangement and number of machine units, in the effectiveness of operations of 
the working elements, in the manner of connecting the machines, in the construction 
of the feeding arrangements and in the measuring and control system, as well as in 
other technical details, which may influence the selection of machines for the 
intended production in a decisive way. 

Table 2 lists some firms that build automated systems for fibre processing. 
The* examples indicate the real technical differences between the groups of 

machines offered for elementary mechanical processing and simultaneously lead to 
the three following conclusions. 

(a) Aggregation of machines in the cotton-spinning system is an accomplished 
fact, as a result of which there is progress from intermittent-type spinning 
into the automated processing system at the earlier stages of the processes, 

(b) The aggregated groups of machines generally assure an adequate degree of 
mixing of the blended fibres, but with bknds of natural with man-mad« 
fibres, and particularly with synthetic fibres, strict maintenance of the 
proportions of the components is difficult ; 

(c) Selection of suitable types of devices for determined types of materials and 
for a programmed production of yarns requires keener technical and 
economic analysis than does the selection of machines for the conventional 
type of material processing. 

Increase of machine operating speeds 

Carding machines 

Technical progress in the sphere of building of cotton-type carding machines has 
lead to a fivefold to sixfold increase in the output of these machines. Carding output, 
which until recently was limited to 4 to 6 kg/hour, has been greatly speeded in newly 
built or modernized mills. At present almost all spinning-machine producers offer 
carding machines with production capacities of 20 to 30 kg/hour and assure 
achievement of such production rates under definite operating conditions. Many 
factors influence the production rate of newly built cards. Among these are the 
following: (a) accelerating the operating speeds of the licker-in up to about 1,000 
iev/mki and the cylinder speed to 300 to 400 rev/min, as well as (most frequently) 
the application of web-doffing devices from the doffer with aid of a suitable 
arrangement of rollers; (b) installation of metallic coverings on the main cylinder and 
doffer; (c) very accurate regulation of distance between the working elements; (d) 
installation of casings in the doffing and pneumatic devices zone which remove dust 
and debris from the machines; and ¡e) equipping the carding machines with grouped 
or individual devices to remove the wastes from beneath them. 

This fivefold or sixfold increase in card production hat permitted sohition of the 
problem of connecting the carding machines with the opening and cleaning machines. 

Almost all types of carding machines are adaptable to feeding by laps formed on 
conventional scutchers as well as by loose layers of Abres delivered from chutes in 
the automated system. 
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It should, however, be stressed here that there are difiéreles of technical 
feature» between the types of machines built by different firms. The vast progrès* m 
technical sciences and independent individual solution of constructional problems 
hai contributed to this, which is made clear by the technical characteristics of cards 
produced by a few machine makers, as shown in table V No less interesting are the 
technical features that are typical of the machines of other producers. For example. 
there « the Ace-Card type of convertible carding machine built by («unter and Cooke 
in the United States, a peculiarity of which is control of air-flow and a sectional way 
of machine cleaning. Of particular interest is the small diameter of the itoffer barely 
305 mm. 

Drawing frame i 

The effectiveness and output of drawing frames for cotton and for man-made 
fibres of the cotton type have been greatly increased The operating speed of drawing 
frames ha« had a tenfold increase during the last ten or twelve years. With the 
increasing working speed of these machines, the number of delivery units hat aito 
changed. At a speed of up to 40 m/mn these machines were usuatty budt a* 
6-dtbvery machines; at a spted of about 150 m/min as 4-delivery machines; at speeds 
of 200 to 250 ml mm at i-delivery machines, and fMafty, at speeds above 400 ml mm 
as 1-debvery machines. RoNtr drawing frames buüt currently by numerous machine 
producers work at speed* of 200 to 250 ml mm. The Mercury drawing frame of Piatt 
Iros, of the United Kingdom and the DD type drawframe of Saco-Lowe It of the 
Untied Statt* are characterized by speeds above 400 m/min. Tabk 4 présents some 
data regarding drawing frame*. 

Technical progresa in drawing frames wc* not, of court», confinad *icb> 
*sv*h/ to increasing their operating spaed*. AN high speed drawing frame* art 
tquipptd with pneumatic fnts and dust-clean mg system*. Drawing frames combined 
mio automa led lines arc equipped with awto-èrveUng devices, baaed on the principi»* 
of mechanical performance or an electronic system. 

New types of drawing frames, which prepare arm far spinning, except fer me 
process of roving formation, constitute an altogether different group. They dtnvtr 
•livers to normal or special abort can* or, matead of a can system, they art ewutpptd 
with corlen that wind stivers into bobbin packages by wbich rmg spinning frame* and 
SVWMBVSTBS SpWHMSg 11 am* S IR VMVvIiy Mi. 

The former system is uatd m the Japanese and American maebsms and the lattte 
in iritiah (Tweedalt* and Vsaney, and Caechoéovaà machami (kovo). Drawing 
frames forming cybndrical silver bobbin package* «wet at a spted of about 50 
mV min, so their production rate n conaidtraWy lower man moat of drawing framt* 
that deliver divers to the can«. 

Moving frotte» 

The oM ttchnofcify of tht net of rawing frames, wbkb atptnáti upe« strict 
control of the uuabty of «be ami traduci* «Wing several stafts, Ittt its pianirj 
»ajnafkanct when drafting appianati far ring *pmnmf framt* mal paimM damct 
•tfttcbbtg of tbt yarn to tbt dtabtd emmt, dhrtctly fram *bt timar, wart dtvttapwd. 
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frame production as a result of the increase in the rotational »peed of the spindles, 
together with a considerable increase in the thickness of the roving. 

When producing rovings of 0.8 to 2 Nm. roving frames built at this time operate 
at speeds of 1,200 rev/min or more. For example, the Rovematic FC roving frame, 
built by Saco-Lowell in the United States, operates at a speed of 1.800 rev/min. 

Yarn package loads on modern roving frames usually fall within the range of 1.5 
to 2.5 kg. 

The characteristics of some types of roving frames are shown in table 5. 

Spinning frames 

Modem spinning frames are characterized by the precise performance of all the 
working elements and minor parts of the machine. Thanks to this accuracy of 
performance, contemporary ring spinning frames built by well-known machine 
makers may attain working speeds of about 18,000 rev/min at a traveller speed of 45 
m/sec (Model FC of Nuovo San Giorgio, Italy). In industrial practice, attainment of 
this speed of spindle rotation is exceptional, because the strength of the spun 
product is usually insufficient to withstand the variable tensions that occur. 

Table 6 shows the general technical features of some types of spinning frames. 

Spindleless spinning frames 

The conventional way of spinning on ring spinning frames does not suit the 
modem tendencies toward increased operating speeds of machines and automation of 
processes. 

New ways of forming yarns that will be several times more productive than the 
conventional ring spinning frames are being sought. For example, the so-called 
"open-end spinning" is a new process that is under investigation in Europe, North 
America and Japan. This process permits the separation of the spinning, twisting and 
winding mechanisms from each other. The possibilities of technical solutions in this 
case are numerous, and the number of patents, about 70 of which have been filed, 
indicates this. Devices used in this process may be divided into four groups: fa) 
devices that operate on the basis of pneumo-mechanical ways of yarn forming, 
(b) devices that operate on a pneumatic basis (whirling movement of air), (c) hydraulic 
devices (whirling fluid movement) and (d) electrostatic devices that exploit the 
electrostatic field for straightening and parallelizing the fibres. 

At present, the only practical industrial result of these widespread investigations 
has been the recent development of the BD-200 spindleless spinning frame by 
Kovostav in Czechoslovakia. This system of yam formation permits a considerable 
increase of production per spinning point, for the following reasons: 

(a) Spinning takes place without the traditional spindle-ring-traveller link, 
which limits working speed of the spindles and production of the ring 
spinning frames; 

(b) The twisting element runs at a speed of 30,000 rev/min, as a result of which 
the production rate at the spinning point may be from 2 to 2.S times higher 
than with spindles of high-production ring frames; 

fc) The yarn produced is wound directly into cylindrical packages of a capacity 
ofl,000g; 

fd) The machine is fed by slivers from the second drawing frame, which wind 
slivers into cylindrical discs. 
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Yarn produced on spindlelei» Czechoiiovakian spinning frames is characterized 
by a rather non-conventional structure, a lesser degree of evenness and a somewhat 
lower tensile strength than normal yarn. 

At present, the open-end spinning system has not yet acquired significance on an 
industrial scale, but it is undoubtedly a future course of progress in spinning 
techniques. Along with this, it may be expected that technical solutions that would, 
in effect, increase production by more than 2.S times might be applied in the 
processing of fibres with different spinning properties. 





AUTOMATIC BLENDING IN WOOLLEN AND WASTE-SPINNING 

SYSTEMS 

by 

B.Stkon 

Present developments in woollen and waste-spinning systems primarily concern 
the increased efficiency of carding sets and spinning frames, with a consequent 
decrease in the labour required for various operations. This in turn has called for 
increased efficiency of the preparatory equipment in spinning mills, and the 
requirements regarding the fibre blends to be processed in them have also become 
more important. A need to mechanize and automate some of these technical 
processes has arisen. 

Both of these spinning systems comply fully with the requirements for complete 
automation, from the very beginning of the process, when the fibres are prepared and 
blended, until the yam is finished. For this reason, the entire technical process has 
been divided into three principal stages: (a) initial preparation of fibres, (b) 
collection of blend components, their blending and the feeding of carding sets and 
(c) condensing and spinning. 

At this time the use of an automatic flow line for blends is the most highly 
developed system. This is because, in both woollen and waste spinning, blending is of 
paramount importance since the production cycle is quite short and carding and 
spinning are very much affected by the way in which a blend is formed. To increase 
the uniformity of the blend, to ensure the proper opening and uniform dressing of 
the fibres with lubricants or other chemical agents, which may influence significantly 
the yield in further operation (for example, intensified or shortened carding), many 
machine builders have begun to produce special equipment that can be adapted to 
the mechanization and automation of blending processes. 

A partly mechanized fibre-blending system consists of stationary or rotating 
blending and lubricating chambers provided with a pneumatic arrangement that feeds 
them with blend components and delivers the blend to mixing devices or fibre bins. 
However, in this system the weighing and proportioning of blend components must 
be done manually. 

Equipment of this kind is supplied by machine builders such as Temafa and 
Spinnereimaschinenbau in the Federal Republic of Germany, by Rieter in 
Switzerland and by Davis and Furber Machine Co. and Proctor and Schwartz in the 
United States. Some of this Mending machinery is described below. 

19 
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The Rieter fibre-blending system is highly mechanized. As shown in figure I, the 
blend components (Af) are manually spread on a feeding table (2), which moves them 
to an opener (I), from which, through an air duct (3) they reach a 
perforated-cylinder condenser (4). from which it falls onto a lattice transporter ( 5 ). 
This transporter has both a rotary and a reciprocal back-and-forth motion that causes 
the blended material to be delivered in uniform layers, overlapping each other, into a 
container (6) with a vertical endless belt armed with pins (7). 

\ Tí y        vt&ì 

Figure I.     Meter fibre-Mending equipment (see text) 

The blended material is pressed against this vertical belt by a moving lattice that 
forms the bottom of the container. The belt (7) removes vertical layers of the 
material, which sticks to the pins, from which the fibres are removed by a stripping 
roller (8) and fall into an air duct. From there they are blown to next opening and 
blending operations; for example, to a mixing picker. 

This equipment is fully mechanized except for the operations of weighing the 
blend components and spreading them on the feed table, which are done manually. 

The Proctor and Schwartz fibre-blending equipment shown in figure 2 consists 
of a large chamber, the bottom of which is formed by a transporter (I). The top of 
the chamber is provided with a row of rollers (2). The previously weighed-up blend 
components, in quantities proportional to their percentage in the blend, are 
pneumatically delivered onto a small transporter (3), which passes them to the rollers 
(2), all of which rotate in the same direction. As soon as the layer of fibres reaches 
the end of the roller system, every second roller reverses its former rotation, and the 
fibres fall into the chamber. This process is repeated continuously, and successive 
uniform layers of blended fibres thus cover the transporter at the bottom. When the 
chamber has been filled, feeding is stopped, and the rollers at the side (4) begin to 
carry away fibres pressed against them by the transporter ( I) at the bottom, which is 
simultaneously set in motion (c). The fibres thus removed are carried pneumatically 
to a picker. Two such chambers, mounted side by side, can be operated alternately so 
that one of them can be filled while the other is being emptied, thus permitting 
continuous operation. Although this system is highly mechanized, the weighing of 
Mend components is still done manually. 
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»> 

b) 

c=^ooooooooooo 

c) 

Figure 2.     Proctor and Schwartz mixing chamber (tee text} 

Mechanized fibre-blending systems for continuous operation are built by 
American manufacturers such as Proctor and Schwartz. Fiber Controls Corporation 
and Hunter Machine Co., by Spinnbau in the Federal Republic of Germany and by 
Piatt Bros, in the United Kingdom. Fibre-Mending equipment of these kinds include 
automatic weighing hopper feeders that weigh the component fibres in the 
proportions desired in the blend. They are delivered onto a common conveyor so 
that, after it has passed by the last hopper feeder, the conveyor carries fibres that 
have been deposited in layers, according to the desired composition of the Mend. The 
blend components carried by the conveyor then enter an air duct and are blown into 
blending machines or chambers in which they are also lubricated. 

The hopper feeders mentioned above can be arranged perpendicularly or 
obliquely to the conveyor (as is the case with the Spinnbau equipment). As shown in 
figure 3, the Piatt Bros, fibre blender, instead of hopper feeders, has chutes (2) 
placed directly above the collecting conveyor (4). The feeding of the Mend 
components into the chutes is done pneumatically through a perforated-cylinder 
dispenser (1). The desired proportions of blend components can be controlled by 
adjusting the rotational speed of the feed rollers situated at the output end of the 
chutes (3). The material is removed from the conveyor by a stripping roller (5), 
which at the same time drives the fibres into an air duct. 

The steady and regular filling of the chutes, which is required for the proper 
proportioning of the Mend components, is assured by the action of photo-electric 
ceBs. 

Fully automated fibre-blending machines are manufactured in the Federal 
Republic of Germany by the Spinnbau and Schirp companies. Their primary purpose 
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Figure J.     Feeding chutes of the Flatt Bros. fibre-Nemding syttem (xe text) 

is to eliminate manual operation», the operative! being employed only to supervise 
the process. The Spinnbau automatic fibre blender operates as follows. The various 
Wend components are deposited in separate bins. A ^»ccial device, controlled from a 
panel feeds the components, pneumatically and mechanically, in the required 
proportions, into circular mixing chambers (figure 4) through a vertical tubular duct 
(1) and a rotating dispenser (2), which drops the fibres onto a rotating floor (3). The 
chamber rests on a large platform scale that indicates, because of special calibration 
with the empty chamber, the absolute weight of the material that it contains. After 
the correct amount of component A has been placed in the chamber, other bint, 
containing components B, C etc. are discharged into it in a set sequence. Once the 
chamber has been filled, its inner parts namely, the tube (1), floor (3) and mobile 
partition wall (4) are set in motion. At the same time the material it drawn away 
through suction slots (6) by an air current caused by an exhaust fan (S). The rotary 
motion of the wall and floor causes the material to approach the suction slots and a 
stationary wall (7). The rapidity with which the chamber is discharged depends upon 
the number of suction slots. The fibres are sucked away vertically, down from the 
top, and good blending is thus achieved. The blend it blown further on to a Mending 
machine, from which it it blown again to the next (rectangular) blending chamber, 
around which it it spread by a cyclone device that moves slowly along it. From that 
second chamber the material may be blown again, either to the Mending machine or 
to bint in the card room. 

With equipment of this kind, a great uniformity of Mending can be obtained, 
since the material it well separated and manual operations an completely eliminated. 
On the other hand, this equipment it unsuitable for small lots or for nsultkomponent 
blendi. 

Figure S shows the layout of an automatic Mending arrangement that it adapted 
to blendi of any type and that abo provides a direct counting of the Minding and 
carding sections into a single continuous production Une. The line comprimi hopper 
feeders (1) that supply specified Mend componenti, according to their requited 
proportions, on a common conveyor (2), which paam the material deposited en it to 
an opening picker (3). Two auch pickers can be uted if required. 
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Controlled breaking system 

The principie of controlled rupturing Iks in the introduction of a new element 
breaker (bar blades) into the breaking zone, which deflects filaments at a certain 
angle, thus facilitating and controlling the breaking of individual fibres. 

As a result of the introduction of control elements to the rupturing system, four 
advantages have been achieved: (a) a considerable improvement of length regularity 
of the broken fibres, fbj decrease of the force exerted on fibres, as compared to the 
system of simple rupturing, (c) the possibility of processing thicker tow and (d) 
lighter machine construction. The system of controlled rupturing is applied in 
industry for producing top from poly aery lonitrile tow, which is then processed into a 
bulky yarn. 

Fibre-cutting system 

Cutting, as accepted generally in the technology of converting tow into tops, is 
based on the principle of Mat-cutting of a properly tensioned filamentous layer, 
consisting of several tows, with the aid of a cutting apparatus comprised of two steel 
rotters. On the surface of the upper (cutting) roller there arc spiral knives wound at a 
certain angle to its axis. Cutting rotter blades are pressed with great force against the 
lower (anvil) roller, which has a hardened surface. 

Cutting, or rather, crushing, of filaments takes place between the cutting roller 
und the anvil roller as a result of the presaure of blunt blades (the thickness of the 
spiral cutting edge of the blade is 0.25 to 0.4 mm) against the smooth surface of the 
anvil roller. 

This method completely eliminates the drawbacks of breaking methods, because 
it secures the desired length of fibres and their regularity, involves no structural 
changes in the fibres processed and permits processing of tow of any thickness, even 
up to about 2 million den. 

The cutting system, on the other hand, has two disadvantages: crushing and 
press-joining of fibre ends at the points where they had been cut, as a result of which 
tufts of fibres enter the yarn and weaken it locally, and the presence of fibres that 
are not completely cut. 

Among these types of converters only cutting converters are of any wide 
consequence to the textile industry; rupturing converters are only of secondary 
importance. 

A typical cutting converter is comprised of a feeding creel, a system of 
tensioning-feeding ban and a traversing mechanism for changing the angle at which 
the tow layer is fed to the cutting rollers, thus producing a varied linear distribution 
of stapled fibres. The cutting rotter has sparai knives wound on its forming surface at 
an angle of S3" to the axis of the rotter. The spacing of the spirate depends on the 
cutting length. The knives are blunt, and their cutting edges are 0.2S to 0.4 mm 
thick. The roller diameter (knives included) is 127 mm. The knife rotter rests on a 
smooth steel rotter of the same diameter, and the former is pressed against the latter 
with the force of about 2.S tons. 
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The bias-cut layer is then passed to an opening apparatus comprised of two pairs 
of rollers (75 mm in diameter) with broad and deep grooves. The upper rollers are 
pressed against the lower ones by means of springs. The p re-ope ned layer is 
transferred to an intersecting drafting field, the purpose of which is to open and 
separate tufts of joined fibres. After leaving the drafting arrangement, the fibres are 
formed into tops, embossed and coiled into a can. 

All cutting converters (for example, the Greenfield (United Kingdom), the 
Tematex-Roberts (Italy), the Rieter (Switzerland) and the K-2 (Poland)), are of 
approximately the same construction. The Pacific, a converter made in the United 
States, is an exception; in place of an intersecting drafting field it has a two-zone 
roller field. 

The characteristics of the better known and more widely utilized converters, as 
well as those employed in the Polish textile industry, are presented in table 1. 

In the converter method, the required standards for the tow of man-made fibres 
must be very much higher than those for the staple fibre system. This results 
primarily from the character of the converter process, which, although shorter and 
simpler, requires a much higher degree of precision than the conventional process 
employed for staple fibres. Furthermore, the raw material must satisfy the following 
requirements: 

ft) The tow of man-made filaments should be very loose and have high 
separability of fibres; 

(b) The filaments in the tow must be precisely parallelized, and the tow itself 
cannot be twisted. In addition, the tow cannot have crimps or other 
deformations that can hinder its smooth cutting; 

(c) The tow cannot contain broken fibres, knots, too great a number of 
doublings, places in which the filaments cohere and the like; 

(d) The individual filaments in the tow must be of the same thickness 
throughout their entire length, and they must have the same break 
resistance, stretch factor, colour and other characteristics; 

it) The tow must be given sn effective anttelectrostatk treatment that will 
assure the correct processing of fibres at later stages of production. 

The quality indices for Polish converter tow are shown in table 2. Quality indices 
of converter tops passing through the converter and two passages intersecting should 
be similar to those given in table 3. 

The use of converters on a commercial scale has shown that eve« the finest fibres 
of al kinds may be processed by this method. Good quality of tow is tht only 
condition for the correct running of the process of top prc4uctic« «id scnievi« high 

The extent to which the tow-to-top technique may be employed should be 
determined by techstosogical and economic considérations. 

Experience to data in the use of converters in worsted spinning has shown mat 
they an quite successful in industry and should be imploysd widely, whenever 

Figure 1 presents schsmatkaMy the poenuitity of employing the tow-to-top 
technique for the production of worsted yam containing man wide flores, at fares 
the compoeMioa of yam, coavMnauoa of cokmrs aiid dyténg avoca« are coMeraed. 
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TABLE 2.      QUALITY INDICES FOR POLISH CONVERTER TOW 

Properties 

Polyester fibre Poly aery Ioni trite fibre 

II II 

Deviation of mean thickness of 
tow from nominal thickness, 
max. (per cent) \ 10.0 

Thickness irregularity of tow in 
1 -m segments, max. (per cent) :   2.0 

Deviation of mean thickness of 
fibre from nominal thickness, 
max. (per cent) t 10.0 

Stretch resistance of fibre in dry 
condition, min. (g/tex) 40.0 

Stretch resistance variation 
coefficient in dry condition, 
max. (per cent) 15.0 

Relative resistance in loop, 
min. (per cent) — 

Breaking elongation in dry condition, 
nun. (per cent) 

Number of crimps in 10 mm, min. 
2.5 to 6 den 

above 6 dea 

CrimpMf degne, aria, (per cent) 
2.5 to 6 den 

above 6 dea 

CraapdtwaMMty, atia. (per caat) 

Sariakaat of fibre», aux. (per ceat) 

Naabar of cracked fibre* oa low 
tarfact ia oae awtre of low, awi. 15.0 

15.0     i 10.0     ± 15.0 

4.0 2.0      ±  4.0 

¿15.0      ¿10.0      +15.0 

32.0        22.5 18.0 

20.0        18.0 25.0 

—        35.0 30.0 

52.0 70.0 35.0 35.0 

4.0 4.0 40 4.0 

— — 2.0 2.0 

15.0 13.0 16.0 16.0 

— — 12.0 12.0 

60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 

_ ___ 4.0 4.0 

30.0        15.0        30.0 
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TABLE 3.     QUALITY INDICES OF CONVERTER TOPS 

Polyester fibre Polyacrylonitrile fibre 
Properties —  

I II I II 

Thickness of top 
(weight of 1 running metre)     17.0±2.0   17.0±2.0   18.0±2.0   18.0±2.0 
Thickness variation 
coefficient, 1-m top segments, 
max. (per cent) 4.0 5.5 4.0 5.5 
Top fibre length deviation 
coefficient 

Deviation from nominal 
mean thickness, 
max. (per cent) 

According to the demand of the client 

10             10              10             10 

Impurities 
contents of tufts of press- 
joined fibres, 
max. (per cent) 0.07 0.15 0.10 0.30 
number of fibres stuck 
together, max. (per cent) 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.10 
number of tufts of short 
fibres in 1 running metre 
top, max. 2.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 

Breaking strength of 1-m top 33.0 25.0 30.0 20.0 
Content of under-cut fibra« 
in top, max. (per cent) 0.35 0.50 0.50 OJO 
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THE SPINNING OF MAN-MADE FIBRES 

by 

R. Joiwicki 

The man-made fibres, each of which is characterized by its own 
physko-mechanical and usability properties, are usually processed in spinning mills as 
blends of two or more. The employment of multi-component blends is determined 
by technical, utilitarian and economic factors. The products of blends of man-made 
fibres are distinguished by remarkably better useful properties, pleasant appearance 
and handle. This results from the different advantageous properties introduced by 
the individual components of the blend. For instance, one can blend polyester fibres, 
which have high tensile strength, abrasion and crease resistance and which are not 
hygroscopic, with viscose fibres that are characterized by high hygroscopicity and 
thus obtain a product that is resistant to wear and creasing, as well as being 
hygroscopic. Even greater improvement of the useful properties of the products may 
be obtained if blends of three or more components are employed, for example 
polyester-polyacrylonitrile-viscose fibres. 

The properties of the Mend products are determined, in the first place, by the 
proportion of particular yarn components, but the appropriate selection of length 
and thickness of the component fibres is also of great importance. The length, 
thickness, and bending strength of the fibres determine their location in the yarn. 
While the longer and finer fibres tend to work toward the centre of the yam, the 
ihortcr and thicker fibres tend tu forni the outer layers To obtain the uniform 
intermixing of fibres, the parameters of the component fibres should be chosen in 
such a way as to eliminate the possibility of such autosegregation of particular 
components during yarn formation. 

The same is true of blends of wool and man-made fibres. The proper choice of 
length and thickness of staple fibres determines the character and the properties of 
the yarn produced. If it is desired that the wool fibres form the outer layers of the 
yam and the chemical fibres locate themselves in its centre, the length of man-made 
fibres should be much greater than that of the wool fibres. In Mends, however, if a 
uniform mixing is desired, the length and length distribution of wool and man-made 
fibres should be equal or nearly so. 

The thickness of man-made fibres added to wool should always be less than that 
of wool fibres, in order to improve the spinning properties of the Mend. 

32 
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Typical technical process for polyester-wool and 
polyester-viscose fibre blends 

The polyester-wool blends are usually processed according to the technical 
process shown in Figure I. The process of converting the polyester fibres from raw 
material into finished yarn consists of eight production stages: 

First stage: Production of polyester tops by means of converting or carding and 
preparation of the tops for dyeing by using two passages of drawing frames. 

Second stage: Dyeing of the polyester tops in high-temperature equipment. This 
is followed by applying the anti-electrostatic preparation and drying the tops on 
cylindrical drums. 

Third stage: Blending polyester sliver tops with wool tops prepared and dyed by 
conventional wool-processing methods. In this stage these two types of tops are 
joined on the blending machine and subsequently drawn on the intersecting», then 
combed on the rectilinear or circular comben and finally, in order to straighten them 
after combing, the tops are again drawn on the intersecting». (The process of 
blending may differ in its course and number of machines employed, depending on 
single- or multi-coloured blend.) 

Fourth stage: Preparatory spinning of blends on preparation machine sets of the 
continental system (French or New Bradford system). 

Fifth stage: Fine spinning on ring spinning frames. 
Sixth stage: Doubling of yams, together with yam clearing on capacitative (for 

example, Qualitex) or comb slub-catchers. 
Seventh stage: Twisting of the yam. 
Eighth stage: Winding of final yam on cross-wound cone packages. 

The spinning process of polyester-wool blends it long and comprises many 
expensive operations, such as combing of the blended tops. The blending process for 
polyester (Elana in Poland) and wool slivers prior to delivering them to the 
preparatory machine set must be particularly extensive, because the blending of the 
polyester and wool fibres is very difficult. In the case of production of yarn from 
polyester and viscose fibre Mends, the technical process is much simplified, for the 
polyester fibres ¡tr* used extensively as staple-cut fibres, dyed in the loose state and 
blended with viscose fibres prior to carding. The course of the technical process for 
the polyester-viscose blends is shown in figure 2. 

The production of yam from pure polyester fibres can be simplified still further 
by the use of converters for the production of tops. 

Spinning technology of blends of polyamide fibres with wool 
and with some other man-made fibres 

Polyamide fibres arc processed in worsted spinning malls of the French or 
English systems in blends with wool and viscose fibres. In the French system, 
poryamkk libres of 3 to 4.5 den thickness and §0 to 120 mm staple length are used. 
In the English system, fibres of S to 12 den and staple length above 120 mm are 
used. 

The polyamide fibres can be dyed in loose material, in tops, in yarn, or as woven 
cloth. The application of fibre preparation after dyeing can be carried out during the 
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TEXTURED YARNS 

A. 

Th« thermoptaetk protettici me hegfc KftNglti of tynlrietK: fibres he*« eterni M 
poMìMv lo evohe Mw memoes of meawsf at taring textet*«} yam« from feements. Th« 
result of texturing i« fWst of all a «tang* in yarn stmcttir*. In th« cowrie of 
thcm«>-meclv*mt*i treatment, change* are meee in the arrangement of fihrei and M 

MM «trwctwre of yarn* mede from them, whtcfc K«MN new features mu« mate 
p»amiMi the» www átale wat, ehnemetmg IM m inning peaces« comecetery in the 
peoaWtio« of kntttee1 articles ana) fahrtet. Furthermore, th* MM of texture«) y arm 
permits a considérame «treat« of variety by giving the fmieheá art KM» MW physical 
and mecharvicai properties that cannot M ac euere«' when convent a m«4 yams are usee). 

Th#s technology hai he«« wvelonmg raetéry m a* cowntrie«. In 1%*, Ac wtwhJ 
pro***.!*)« ot these yarns reached 250,000 Ion«, and tt m expected that w«Wm the 
next two or three years OIK» figure wal he 

!e4h?mmmi wf MMteMSYfjaffJta, MttarM y 

latere »re several methods of tcxtumg flame***, each resuttmg in yarM of* 
dtffrrmg properties. 

^coedmg to the method of texturing, MM can mMmg%>wh the five fcmewmg 
k«Ht«ot ywm. 

(»I   Wretch  hy   methods  of  real  er tale* twist tile tenta,  Ebetè), IhnW 
%uf«rtH#f and ah»*rt 25 other tesé» memi»; 

(k> irimped hy stuffer him memed ( *etmm, ImvUm, Kernten, S« muté). 
if)   furled hy edge crimpmg mefhwd ( AgtV>n. tvawn», 

I J)  bViitebdieed hy the M«W« of reeeeaid «ehduaiKm < ¿atraían, (lanplini 
Seenni. 

le)   \Mutm4 hy the ~ Witwern« meshed (Tests* mymft. ftftrm», InAMe tie.). 

Taking the properties of »amate type» ef textured y tue Mat» ee*mm»tmm. Haw 
may be divided mee the tem bnek gaenpi ef ami am temami) ami mimed yi 
(fieme   li.  The tmMai fiatimi ef amm* yam« an «ami pa« «matetsry i 
•taeMtean. Mechmg in aw« «aw to Jeja) pae *em. Th* ha»»e limi gem me 
cheracterietic» M the permettent  Immmaj tendency  cawed  hy  the wajaaemn ef 
IVMtmg moment m the eterne elary Ile rei ef me yam. 

1 
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Bulked yarns, however, show no twistmg tendencies ami are characterized bv a 
considerably lower ekmgatioti. which ensure» 4 greater dimensional stability of the 
finished product. Fbe oldest way of texturing yarn* is the production of elastic yarn 
by the real-twist method and comprises five operations twistmg, standi/nig on 
bobbin*, untwisting back to the zero point, plying two yarn* with / and S twists, and 
re-twisting. Because of its very k)w efficiency, this methinl is falling out of use 
fexturmg hv the false-twist inethod has fourni the widest application m hosiery »id 
elastic products. 

\hout IH) per cent of the textured yarns presently produced are obtained by this 
method which conwsts m gfvmg the twist stabili/mg it HI a heater simultaneously 
untwisting it in the reverse direction by a false-twist e te ment md cross-wmdmg on 
bobbins. 

The taise twist acting ori a plastici/ed fibre teaves the effect of alternate real 
twist This technique of texturmf is also developing very rapidly in respect to 
machine devekipment. In the first machines of this type, the false-twist spindles ran 
at bü.üüO rev min. but now machines are being built that run at MM).(KR). 4U0.UU0 
and WO.UUÜ rev mw with the prospect that sp#eds of I mttlton rev mm may be 
attained in the near future 

TaMe I presents a survey of lite most up-to-date machines for the production of 
textured yarns by the favie-twMtt method a» weH as the names of the leading world 
producers. 

The must recen« friction methods of givmg false twist, introduced m Japan and 
Finland, make it poaaiMe to attain the speed of* 3 mutton rev mm. 

The second group comprises the bulked yams which, as hat Keen noted, have a 
considerably Hin(ÉH(ír efc>ng»tii>n \hm Wretch yarns. The dwlmctive feature of bulked 

MM F  I       MACHtbirs FO«  TW MOOUCTION Of TEXTUOFD YA1W* BY 
rWf  ML« TWIST MtftfOD 

Èevfmm 
M«M BrnUéfr (mmimmm) 

Ct 12 E. lera*. UM*M| libimi 409,000 

KRZ - 290 Fm*** Uwfcj, fié** ftjjfwMk «tf 
^^^^•«•••^y ^WP(F((PcPFj> 

P*   993 LMMM C«p  Uam* twin M9,l 
TES - 79¡ N—éBIHII Cap», Italy 

AÄCT - Ft - 400 ABCT, Fr«Kt 

A»CT  rr» AÄCT, FraK* 300,000 
n - 29 Heberte», *wiuiriwd 3S*O09 

MnMf Bamvr, FMMTM ItaawMNv •! OMHI)I 390,000 

feteuFT IM <t T, FrMM 400,000 
AMI 

VmméKu^éam 700,000 
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yarns is their marked inervase of volume with «>nl\ a neeJiKthk increase m weight 
The most usual methods of producing bulked varus jre Hic sluffer-bn\ itKthiul und 
m-sUbui/atioii 

Muffer-hox cranncd yarn* can he used either for knitted artickst I Ut) u, KM) 
den I or »or tutted carpets« I .(MX) to i.OOUdenl 

Yarns looped hy IUe air-texturm* method are different from the- .niters Ihev 
are characterized hy letti hulkmess and are mostly used m fahrics. 

One can al«) obtain hulky yarns hy using the so-called "knit-unkmt" techmuue 
which cimMMs m »tahdtzmg and wwwmy knitted articles mide of smooth polv amide 
yarn». Article* made ot this reknit yam are hulky 

The linear speeds of texturing hv VJCHHIS methods are as follows with 
tarat-lwist. MW to MX) ,n „MH air-texturm* 400 m mm. crimmng I SO m „„„• mtl 

curbng. lÜOm. rmii. 

Prtiexrrtir* of lex tumi yarn* and their *m% 

I he pri>pertie* ol yam» textured from filaments are different from those of 
IradvtMmai yarns. ( hange* of manufattwrHig parameter always remet m a chana* of 
ya** nature, whereas m the production of conventional yarns the mtluence of a 
technical procès« HI much smaller In the production of textured yarns from a raw 
material of defined physical profwrties, one can ofetam several types of yam that 
differ m then construction and conseifuentry m the* properties Simultane.HIS 

therm»! and mechanical treatment* while changing hoth oí' these factors »for 
ex amp*, an elevation of temperature attended hy a decrease of pressure or vu-e 
verm) increate the numher of properties the yarn can acquire m the process of 
te x taring 

rajure 2 shows the interdependence of ekmgation and k»ad obtained foe 
textured yarns produced hy different method«. The tests were made on an apparatus 
of the matron (Imted States», with the ¿«tante of r*ws hemg set at <0 mm and the 
mitiaJ k>ad at 2<M> mg. ftcfore the tett the yarn wound un skems, was suhfccted to 
the actum of steam at the temperature of IOU"( for 1J minutes. 

The characteristic feature of textured yarns HI the complexi«v of their 
ehmaalion which may he divided mto the rtratghtemng ekmgatitm and «hmgation of 
•he yirn substance. The straagKlenirtf etmgatttm w the extent »4" yarn stretch or 
crwnpmg the stabafcty ut' which M determined hy means uf the «-catted elastic 
eh »nation. In the actum of tondi causing striia>tening ehmgatiim. the yarn 
«uttttante remain« mtact. rfcm<ever, une canno« esta****, the km« between the 
straitening «km»»*»» and ma tkmga*»« of th* yam nmatance on leñaste testing 
máchate* haca»« the mei«« of thai type of apparata» M to« great 

As can he wen from the curve» m Apure 2, stretch yarns »re character wed hy an 
excepta maty large straagntsnmg rkmgatmn (wpee seated hy the curve aactn» near 
»he ansciaaar It eaatwda 100 per cant, fue hot* UM yarn stretched hy »he re a»-twist 
ma shod < Hakane»» and mat stretched hy »he faraa-rwtat method I Maatd». h can atto 
he seen matt there M greater ekmgation of these yarns than can he nuted m hulked 
yarns. The nwaaufe at* etmtfatkm mere sari or* stretch yam« M the value reach at me 
hrcaàmg k>ad. which ranges, according to the way of curling, from WO up to 5€t) per 
cent turnad yams ganerafty show much k.wer efcmgathm«. and there aw dafferences 
«mon« the various types. In thw group the cramped yams have the karats« ahmgatam 
and the looped yams the 
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KM f>t y mm 
KM*/ 

'• PVPl|NPrPf9P* éW ffff 

W#f«.5f 
(ptrtttrt) 

Brfàmt tkmtmtUm, 
mf^rmuimm* vivi 
(p*t ttni) 

sacra PAS or PCS UH—72 3éD—300 
CrinsMf PAS or PCS 32—54 •9 
Corto! PAS 20 7* 

PCS IO 5* 
Loop PAS or PES 21.2 25—20 
Wool Wool 1.5 11 
o**. Cotto« ai é 
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4< 

e^ddwium m the fibre arrangement but gives rise lo lastmg tendencies hmards 
twisting m the direction that has already bren stabilized This feature give* the 
articlri made from turtrd yams a special and dMlinttwe crepelle appearance 

Yarn shrinkage is an indication of the nature of the finished protect. Shnr kage 
in »team at the temperature of 100 ( for textured yarns w shown in taMe 1 

MgJÜL "*%^fJ!** *"**" yàmS Mt cooA,,owd •* Parties given to them by 
•ffm« mttneds. Table 4 surveys the uses of textured yams. Nearly afl of the 
M***""" f*o«P« produced from natural fibres and chemkal staple fibres have heen 
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FOREWORD 

This publication is the second of a serici devoted to textile engineering and 
closely related fields. It is part of the Training for Industry Series published by the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 

Rapid world-wide increases in population and industrialization are reflected in 
the textile and allied industries. In any ranking of human needs, fibres and textiles 
for clothing and industrial purposes are second only to food-stuffs. The continuing 
quantitative and qualitative changes in textile production require the broadest and 
most complete dissemination of information in this important area. 

The purpose of the present series is to make available to the developing countries 
the most recent scientific and technical information in order to help them to 
establish textile industries or to improve the effectiveness and economic viability of 
existing textile industries that are still in the earlier stages of economic development. 

At the suggestion of UNIDO, with the support of the authorities of the Polish 
People's Republic, a post-graduate in-plant training course in textile industries was 
held in lòdi from May through September 1%7. The course was repeated from May 
through October 1968, and its content was modified and up-dated on the basis of 
experience and new information. It was repeated again in 1969 and it is planned to 
continue this programme, up-dating its subject matter and improving its usefulness to 
the textile industries of the developing countries. It is on these courses that the 
present series is based. 

The courses were organized by the Textile Research Institute in Lòdi with the 
object of training a group of already highly qualified specialists in all branches of 
industry relating to textiles. Under normal conditions, such training would require 
work in mills and in research and development over a period of several years. 

The courses give the participants an opportunity to become acquainted and to 
do actual work in conjunction with some of Poland's leading research centres and 
industrial enterprises, and to discuss with experts problems connected with 
techniques, technology, economics, organization and research in the field of textiles. 
In organizing the courses, the Textile Research Institute endeavours to co-ordinate 
the content of theoretical lectures, technical discussions and practical studies in 
laboratories and mills, covering all the fundamental problems of textile industries. 

The main object of the seminars is to adapt the broad range of problems 
presented by Polish specialists to the direct needs of the developing countries. 
Lectures by the research workers of the Institute formed the core of the programme. 
The lectures do not review or repeat the basic problems usually studied at technical 
colleges and high schools in the course of normal vocational training; rather, they 
deal with subjects most often of concern to the management and technical staff of a 
textile enterprise. 



Tht lectures, »s presented in this series, have bee« grouped in etgJrt parts: textile 
invivi, spniiisng. Mining, wviving M motmi pvocwswB, nni^onvvwjnMai 
methods of fabric production; textile ftasrúng; testing ani nu airly control; and plant 
and power engineering. 

It n hoped that the experience gained from these courses, as presented in tint 
series, wü contribute to the improvement of textet industrias everywhere, and 
particularly in the developing countries. 

The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the mdivtdual 
authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO. 





THE PROCESSING OF WASTE CONTAINING SYNTHETIC FIBRES 

by 

BSIkora 

The sorting of waste that contains synthetic fibres 

Vnü!e,Scnn^l!SäTO^.COndlt,0n ** "* ^^ eXP,oitation of •« with a 

poja ^y°sSt AÏÏST2of was? aTding to its w«* » * 
to obtain fromPLr^7Xn'|uX^nh    •íines for *• kinds of waste, 
exploit   them correct^"r tkfnalfor   H?*     A **" *?""* "^ "* t0 

machines. * na"y for the Pro<l"^°n of yarn on suitable 

The characteristics of machines for cutting, phickering, defibring 
and spinning synthetic-fibre waste 

for SítÜeS EÄS^' "? fo'i|» P"*""* °' waste are those designed 
and£irS^ 

46 
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• DOOBLINO AND TWISTlNfl   1 - jL J 

I   f STABILIZATION 

|   • WINDING ON CONES Aun rnJ" 

Figure!. 
«•**« of the Proce^ofmooth-threadmrnfacture 

•te«m introduced into thTau ocîâvefmm Z ?: ^ *"bi,izin« "»*»» » 
tempemture for ,ub»4 ïSS^^h^^Ä1-*« «¿ffed. The 
threads destined for dyeing is at least nn°? TK- . 3? ' Where" the fi«ure fo' 
During thi, process ,£ yarn i «Tbobbfn. fiÎ rStab,,Mtion P«"*" » automatic, 
tide head, (flan-,) The bobhin* ÎÎ        *'« from twi,tm after «moval of the 
autoclave. The Z^l^iï (ZZ^* * trUCkï introdu<*d "<° £ 
three hour». * * ( ,0ad,ng' Pacing, vacuum, cooling) lasts about 

remoled Sd^JSi?iSfd£'JliST" ÎTpment' the bobbins •»* 
boxe^ich .re JE »ToTÄ^^^ * "^ ín d^ 

fitted with ^ta^ÏÏCt ft£ Slí;ierií- Windin| " don€ °" »»dS 
cp that unwind. Û» ¡U*b£lFJ? ÌKlST M ** M with a "**«"« them in . tm^ yun  -£*  ^^^ 
Y.rn is wound on bottJe-sh.ped meti Sbbtat ^Wing-twisting „..chine. 
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•he XÄi*" in " aU,0ClaVe- The **« " - >*• fon, 

bobbins of this type. "g thrcad len«ths ar* wound only on 

The range of thread lengths is as follows: 

lot» y 11'0"1 }500«° 75.000 metres 
40 den X 2 from 2,800 to 55.000 metres 
70den X2-from  1.600 to 32.000 Ï5Î 

Synthetic threads made from core-apun yarn 

Prodis;,:^ ä-SKCT" 
are produccd in many ««««• ^ M 

«4<~^^ *- * «* — P'oce, the 

the ¿ï^fSZ?&*!ÎT2 *• «-« « "»' make up 
corread to most common!ÍJ^J^JSSÍ " t0, °btain th*»* thaï 
equivalent to 68/3 Nm) ***' (commercial count 40/3. which is 

Egyptian "Menoufi" cottoti"(ií^ipr  TT^IV0 ì0^Icen^^. 

twi.t,.) A, a rule, there apnea•toTS'ifí .£Í    Pf*u,art>' t0 »he number of 
»«me a, with cotton thread, ««IciiltJM " thc doub,ini ^«e«; it i. the 

Dyeing ii done in two ttagct: first dvein. th. ~k   . 
dyet and «cond. dyeing the^ottoñ^oAÍ Ä'*' "T Wlth "V"»*» 
P*«ure dyeing „»chine,1 Oye^Td^ oTl^ i íí"' dyt,tuffi ta 

P"*** the product Arink.7p to loÏLï«ro"'wound ***•• D-ring the 
'<**"). P      ,ü P*'cenl or •«•" more (depending upon thc 

-£S? 5rÄ*Atti-—-* * 

I 
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(6, Vi^étvrod,, (S/gui*, (9)pJ^^h
kSL^tCOn'imOU'y0mcoM- <*>«****f*n. 

TAILEI.    MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ELANKA 
THREADS 

Mitiic count 

Tentile itranfth of single thread (freim) 
Bwaktaf lenita (1,000 metrei) 
Varie*» coeffWem of temile strentth (per cent) 
E*"*«*» (per cent) 
Number of bwik, pe, «et« of 

22—23 
1,500 

33 
6 

15—18 
0.05 
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Synthetic threads from textured yarns 

made from .hem have ^^^JP^ST^ "J* ¡m and the thread* 
sewing, thus reducing the possSv of ÏÏÏS ? l* í* heat generated durin8 
caused by the melting of the y„etï Ä TÎ^^Ï? 

,he ,ewin« "r(*es* 
made from textured yarns results also fmm »h   r adv,sab'''ty of using threads 
to the finished »m^SS^toí^^? i fhal g°°d adJusl•"< of threads 
from textured yl, ,£?£ a «¡^^^ M""'?- ""* madc 

weanng qualities. The tech„o,ogical pS!^!^^^^ *" "^ 

1 POWAMIf»   FHAMtWT   Y A UN ("¡tT^T 

| 2. UETWISTHHo] 

|   3- TgXTUWlWo"! 

T 
« POUIUNO ANO TWIliiNa" r 

» WINLXNQ QKTO SCW.NQ PACxToTT 

'*- A   Diagnm ofthe „„,„ o/WWtt/flt,M^ /Wi/fom textwedyarm 

TABLE    2.      MECHANICAL    PROPERTIES    OF   THREAD,    MAn- 
  TEXTURED YARNS   •READS    MADE    FROM 
Characteristics 

Metric count 

Number of twists per metre 

Breaking length (1,000 metres) 
Minimum tensile strength (grunt) 

Variation coefficient of tensile strength 
Strength at the loop (grams) 

Variation coefficient of twist number 

28 18.5 
540 510 
24 22 

850 1,200 
12 12 

600 600 
8 8 
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damage to the texturing effect TW.EH 1 / that arc l*,ssib|c without 
thread-doubhng winders ¿•t%¿^¿?^•• *•"** « d„ne on 
of spindle rotations. I, ¡, .1» pïïiîf i^ Ï *!? ' S,Égh,'y rcduced "•"«•*' 
perform both the operation, a« the sTe IteT^"?*??'"* mKhine% tha' 
shown in table 2. t,me- The «quired thread properties are 

Slow-burning threads 

then i, doubled a„d twis,X,ó , •wZ^,Aíbí '7nd *" «"•«»• ""» 
¡»«pun y«, give, go* „Z ¿3 tt lA'"« *"' raw,"»«"»" •> -he 

•nppuig guards the core Lina S»E3T      
,h5 *'«' «»«ton. while the 

In Poland, idass fibre of irm M^. •       _•     """"s- 
MS den, ,,„,„?«, 1" tmX iïÏÏZ'^rrT•^ nbre' 
threads reproduced: 16/3 Nm and i'llNm "^'"'"S a,re-sPu" 

r£œi fcîs,^ ir4 ü* wa• •* - these threads are shown in table 3 8 The mechani<-al properties of 

-^ÄSÄÄ M *•'**"' mat"i,Ks « - 

Characteristics 

Metric count 

Number of twists per metre 

Breaking length (1,000 metres) 
Minimum tensile strength (rams) 
Minimum elongation (per cent) 

Maximum variation coefficient of tensile strength 
Strength at the loop (grams) 

Variation coefficient of the twist number 

Maximum number of hidden faults per 10,000 metres 

5 
390 

20 

4,000 

2.5 
8 

1,900 
5 

7 
450 

20 
2,900 

2.5 
8 

1,500 

5 
5 
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M     BLOW-ROOM " 

|        onnm, ncmwo ANO IAF--FORMINO WITH KIRSCMNCR »EATER 

2    CARDING 

RECONSTRUCTED   COTTON- CAROINO MACHINC 

I 
j  3    DR 

I I! 
DRAWING 

TWO   PASSAOCS ON A   ROUE»   DRAWING 

1 

CORE 
KAU FIMI 

—I— 

C SPEED  FRAME 

INTERMEDIATE   FUER FRAME 

5    SPINNING OF THE   WRAPPING  AND 
COMBININO IT WITH THE  CO#E 

ELEMENT   AOATED   TO (0 MM  rWMS ANO 

m¡HcTo«*TTaCHM Mmm rt•** 

C 6    DOUBLING 

DRUM   000*1 INO MACHINC 

3~Z 
TWISTING 

»INO   TWISTINO FRAME 

NINE     I 

hÏKurc 4.     m pnn-euof nmnu,aiturc of sto^burmngconcur, thread 

The customers for these slow-burning threads are the factories 
fire-proof clothing. The following fabrics are sewn with these threads 

Asbestos protective fabric 

Thickness(at the test pressure of 50g/m2 ) 
Weight per square metre 
Number of threads per 10 cm 

warp 
weft 

Weave 

A sbestos themio-insuleting fabric 

Thickness (at the test pressure of 50 g/m2 ) 
Weight per square metre 
Number of threads per 10 cm 

warp 
weft 

Weave 

that make 

1.5 mm 
950 g 

80 
47 

plain 

2.3 mm 
I.IOOg 

57 
24 

plain 
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1. 
2. 
3 
4 
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7 
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TtKtitt fibra« 

Ipinnina, 

Knitting 

fhmint and aaaociatad prootttw 

Nwwwnvwtionä mtthoëi of fabric production 
Taxtita f inifhinf 

Ttitinf and quality control 

•tent and powar •nfinoarina. 

HOW TO OSTAIN UNIT 10 MATIONS «UM.ICATIONS 

•action, Naw Tack ar Gtntv«. 
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which are carried out on the machines discussed below *        def,brahn8- 

Cutters 

longitudini „," laÄ "gtV'X ?f* ?J° T¡' "'* "K te"*h »f «* 
the longitudinal knives Th« „,,in.f. !? T of t,u',e',and *l*«h °" the spacing of 

Tearing machines 

to p?uckerinr
ß
ta On^ï li "^ 'T?* that Contain sy"thetic ^res are subjected 

«i«, *i „ «.rja^^c^^œ1 ,earin8 *•• 
-JUS •Ä «£ tÄTiS TUT"" by a" kinds of wastc 

The best machines for JSSJÜw^'        '        "nd CVen f,ve"drum defibrators. 
in Italy b^LTm The« •Ä   8 *"*• Wt?C materials • the Defibrators made y oy zetern. These machines are equipped with a well-developed apparatus for 
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Machines and equipment for blending 

machines at any angle which fTcilLtlïh. J í ' Â f P°SS'bÍIÍty °f •ettü« the 

to put the J matiat "yw ^ n tn ffiSÎT 1"% *! "? ^^ 
number of operatives, to increase the oui S ? "*L t0 deCrease the 

mixing of the raw materia" he* mixers can L ma<*'"«and to improve the 
Ihe lubrication of the raw 12 ¿ eTPped w,th automatic feeders. 
above the feed.ng L £ or atTh ext of"! ^ °Ut by ,aye"n8 them' eithcr 

of this kind arecons'ru^ é^te&^^J^"?^"-"1»" 
(small) and AN-5 (large). Cfama m tW0 sizes:   ^1* A• 

Automatic /nixing sections 

^r^Äffi ¿of"8 sectionsiithe c,imination °f hand 
the automata m^^^t^J^A^

ünfa: This is P088^ because of 
«m*orttothePdXSMul^^'? °f the ^ their Pncumatic 

channel, their mZTtkZS^ L " '"^"ï0" ? thC pneumatic tran»P°t 
automatic unloading«Ï tS^¿IÍSJTSrg **r"ta? ^ fycfcuie aquipmmt.tt. 
transport to the «¿^^^"2,2 Se?^,^ by thC PneUmatic 

of the carding machines The autom-^I , P°M,b,e the aut°nw«c feeding 

Carding sets 

and Ä^^ yarnH ^itS?tended «•«"«*• Process 
sets constructed by LTSTJBeZ °Ut °n *»* °r triPte «*Ä The 
This finn construct carSï^i«^.^.^ng the most modern in this Held, 
increased dimensions (serieTcR ¿To CR ísild?^ Mt ì"

|M,"d *tS with 

(»cries CR 40 to CR 45) wL^LltL.?- I*' T With norm,,, dansions 
widths of 1,800, 2,000 and 2 200 L*^C ?¿a*mtamac' *** ^rating 
the yarn count anTreedsof «2, W °f, 2° !° 60 ^hour (depeiidtag • 
equipped with iut^uTÍol "HLTof PL*0". i° !° 4° m^« Thev\re 
sucking away the side thíadsof „e ^      ** ^ "nd With «I»*««"« *>' 
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Spinning frames 

^J^:^^i;^^rnÌnf frameS arC USed rather ««. mule 
and PC 7. that arc adaldt,Hl !   7 ,**' °f m'g Spinnin* fra^s, PC 5, PC 6 
have a d^ÄStawi^^.f^ ^ Spi"nin« frames 

«d
a:r^^^ 

of the drawing is achieved by ^. PTv '"?e*J^VÌ""^ ^^ RegU,a'ion 

and the ring is mobile. The« sn nninTfr^ SP'ndJC bench is stationary 
suppressed balloon-spinning t*ZTu UJZJLTT ^ SpÍnd,CS für • 
given in table I. technical data for these spinning frames are 

Typical processes applied in the production of yarns 
containing synthetic fibres 

«o <h. we«,, of „i'srj ïïcAT -**«* •« •» •*.«» 
« Jiaí StAf";ÜÍ'!i 'I'"6 «~ «"•* «-*« a spinning 
presemly used in woolter,andorL? ." íT' ü"":, raW ma,erials «»« are 

«.«.Aft Ann "^ r CrenU o1',he ""»"-men.ioned 
wcf, yarns for he follow „Vpureo^^ ".^.l" "" J"°duC,ion of »">> and 
costume fabrics, d JfZcs„ÏÏ „Tí, „T,' ","." »* fabri<* hue»' co., and 
«yn.LeUc fibre co„,«n, Sotd a^t tn ^S) :„rf

n!í i00.","*"' '«'-^dfor^we,,,^,,,^^,^^ ««£ for knmed fabrics 

» JliÌTA .r^Teert'heÄ.^t "'* """ »f — — 
warp and wef, yam, forTe tekta „f ,?, ,M "" * "*" in ,ne P•ta«lonof 
carpe.s. and «ft yarn %,h^follZn. k Í Tr rn> T! *" ,he bKkln8 of 

plaids, uui|,s, co»e,le„, flannels nvZa'fS. ^ ba^n- C,WM
' ""'»••. 

working dotes and yam Z kniSTa», Ï , ' TT, ^"^ ma,,ress «""i. 
linings and fo, socks '',>,":S ""en<W for sP°rts »*ar and under«., 

libres wi,h polyester 2132«•* """"""•a,Ml "P"1"11* <*»•"< 
in Mends i„„„L f„, ÄS^Ä^Ä.*" *- * - 

^ÄtiÄl**--« •"*•*nbre—ta 
tradi.ional blends and E1«, ,KS    7 ,'*! Mme a! for "» P'«*»"<g of 
on ,he co•, of ,|,e ya^uad      * ,ta*neB °f "" r,brM ta a bl«"d •« 
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dep^n^3^^^^,^£; *° te USed «" -«* inning 
of ¡apes and rovings, reels ÄTft^^ " the end* 
preliminary defibration and mixing on fcaSf ÍZ I T^ that re<*UÌK °«'y 
traditional worsted way. Yarn counts from nf ^nJ**• *** Processed in the 
kind of waste material "* '2 to 30 Nm can «* P^duccd from this 

polyacXSe ÄSTffÄ ""T i"• With '°° •»' -' 
From these waste rmteriJsTn blend with ÏÏ ^ * USed after defibration. 
from 12 to 24 Nm can E ¿?ha tn^uÄ"" """í yam With counts 

the deflbrated waste materials coUectedI from £ïfih • ^"^ **'"• '" thiscase' 
subjected to drawing on in^3,2. f "^ 'he form of ^s«e 
tapes with new fibres        ,mersect,n8 drav'"»g frames, combed and then mixed in 

the ÄUSSJÄ fö.^J*«*!' h- *" fou-d for some of 
materials  However   some other nrlT «Potation of synthetic fibre waste 
constantly improvtag " Pr°WemS remain unso,ved, but the situation is 
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by 

W. RoiiMrynowiki 

Synthetic threads 

proportion of thread nîï^ASuJÎ i?? ""í*1"1itS iUrface; ,he 

obtained in the cour* of modtfytaX "S?LT'' f"""- ThcSC yarm a'e 

method, which is known in Polandlì the Iwtn nÌSS^ "*"" °f the Ta,Jan 

made from core-spun yarns. meth°d- The same is tru* of threads 

Synthetic plain threads 

.hÄ; ¡TOSE jwgar¿¡-T - •-***. «a 
producta prop.^^ „ pVim A*t      P°>y"U' mmtM' A •>?*•' 

77iraK/ symbol 
60 den 
80 den 

140 den 
180 den 
270 den 
250 den 
840 den 

1,260 den 
1,260 den 

Kind of doubling 
30 den X 2 
40 den X 2 
70 den X 2 
90 den X 2 
90 den X 3 

125 den X 2 
2l0denX4 
420 den X 3 
2IOdenX2X3 

Use 
Sewing threads 
Sewing threads 
Sewing threads 
Sewing threads 
Technical threads 
Sewing threads 
Technical threads 
Technical threads 
Technical threads 

"ÄÄÄoS^ *"» * «*. «• The raw 
bobbins. The weight of ¿^ageTaKT 2^ìSV? "S"* °n Cy,indricaI 

winding of this yarn for the next sugi *        '"* Production »tage is the 

«ÄÜ°Ä ¡2*£¿ £* '*-**? twister. The yarn is 
cylindrical part by means oT^tL^^^^^ that ^n a 

»pnng wasners. The cylindrical part is made from 
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